Jumping translocations in multiple myeloma.
Jumping translocations (JT) have been defined as nonreciprocal translocations involving a same donor chromosome arm or chromosome segment onto two or more recipient chromosomes in different cell lines in the same patient, leading to a mosaic karyotype. This definition has been expanded to also include extra copies of a same donor segment on different recipient chromosomes in a single clone. Six patients with multiple myeloma and JT involving chromosome arm 1q were identified among 37 patients presenting with chromosome 1 abnormalities. All six patients had an advanced disease and a short survival. The literature review allowed us to identify 24 additional patients with JT. Chromosomes 16 and 19 were the recipients in 11 (45.8%) and 6 (25%) of these 24 patients, respectively. Breakpoints on the recipient chromosomes were pericentromeric in 46.2% and telomeric in 40.4% of the breakpoints recorded. Since telomeres are made of (TTAGGG)n tandem DNA repeats that are also found in the pericentromeric heterochromatic regions (interstital telomeric sequences), it is presumed that jumping translocations arise through illegimate recombination between telomere repeat sequences and interstitial telomeric sequences.